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Abstract

In the 2006 article "The Blog Phenomenon and the Book Publis
in Publishing Research Quarterly, Meredith Nelson begins to e
blogs would go on to have on the book publishing industry ove
Since Nelson’s article, little more scholarly work has broached

blogs specifically, but in an industry that has remained remarka
of years, it’s no surprise that much of Nelson’s research still pr
Marketing budgets are shrinking, attention spans are waning, a

will be—incredibly subjective. If books in a digital world are to
out, "it’s very important that marketers find populations of peo
engage with their books". That is where publishers and authors

Research Question: As publishing houses' marketing budgets sh
become an increasingly common tool for book promotion, bu
either support or disprove the claim that blog tours are an effe
book sales and connecting with readers?
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